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Doctors Group Teams with FTC, Wins Appeal to Pause 
$7B Illinois Hospital Merger

ꟷ Assoc. of Independent Doctors Plays Role in ‘Healthy’ Verdict

Winter Park, Fla – In yet another a legal victory, the Federal Trade Commission, with the support of the 
Association of Independent Doctors, on Monday won a federal court appeal to pause a proposed 
$7 billion merger of two giant hospital systems in Northern Illinois.

The verdict from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit puts the merger of Advocate Health 
Care and NorthShore University HealthSystems on hold while the lower court tries again to define the 
affected market. 

The merger of Advocate Health System and NorthShore threatens to create a monopoly and drive up 
health costs in the area, the FTC and the doctors’ association argued.

The successful appeal marks the third time the Association of Independent Doctors, a national trade 
organization based in Winter Park, Fla., has filed a friend-of-the-court opinion, also known as an amicus 
brief, on behalf of the FTC arguing that if certain health-care entities were allowed to merge, 
competition would be reduced and costs would go up considerably.

“We’re three for three,” said Marni Jameson Carey, executive director of AID, a three-year-old nonprofit
with members in 30 states coast to coast. “The Advocate-NorthShore merger, like the other mergers we 
have opposed, would raise costs, harm patients, and seriously reduce competition.”

In September, the FTC won another AID-backed appeal that caused two health systems in Central 
Pennsylvania to call off their merger. That decision came from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third 
Circuit.
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In siding with the FTC, the third circuit court reversed a lower court’s order that would have allowed the 
merger to proceed while the government agency considered the potential negative impacts. Shortly 
after the setback, the two hospital systems called off their merger altogether.

In the Northern Illinois case, the circuit court said the way in which the lower court defined the affected 
market was “erroneously flawed,” and that oversight that could minimize the impact on patients.

The FTC had argued before the appeals court that the lower court got the market definition wrong. Now
the burden is back on the lower trial court to define the market correctly. 

“Even with the deference we give a district court's findings of fact, the district court's geographic market
finding here was clearly erroneous," the 7th Circuit said in its decision.

“Leaders in the health-care industry are watching these decisions closely, as they will set the tone for 
future hospitals mergers,” said Carey. “This victory is another major step in reversing a trend that is 
harmful to America’s health care.”

AID also celebrated a victory early last year after filing its first amicus brief backing the FTC. That case 
involved the merger of a large health system in Idaho and a large medical group, which, the U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals agreed, formed a monopoly. The court ultimately ordered the parties to unwind the 
merger.

In 2015, the number of hospital transactions grew by 18 percent from the prior year, and by 70 percent 
from 2010, according to Becker’s Hospital Review. The Affordable Care Act is driving much of this 
consolidation by reinforcing the notion that there is safety in size, said Carey. 

Like all hospitals seeking to merge, these entities promised that together they would lower prices by 
creating greater efficiencies. However, studies prove that hospital consolidation unilaterally raises 
prices.

“We are proud to be a part of a decision that is not only healthy for the citizens of Northern Illinois, but 
also for all Americans. We appreciate our appellate courts for seeing these merger attempts for what 
they are — another way for hospitals to profit at consumers' considerable expense,” said Carey.

About the Association of Independent Doctors 
Founded in 2013, the Association of Independent Doctors is a national nonprofit dedicated to 
helping reduce health-care costs by helping consumers, businesses and lawmakers understand 
the value of keeping America’s doctors independent. A fast-growing trade association with 1,000
members in 30 states coast to coast, AID is a 501(c)(6) based in Winter Park, Fla.www.aid-
us.org. 
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